NOTES TO USERS OF M. D. ANDERSON CANCER CENTER INSTALLATION DETAILS:

This document illustrates installation methods preferred by M. D. Anderson Cancer Center and is provided to the A/E as a basis for the development of Contract Documents. The A/E must determine suitability of this detail in whole or part and shall edit as required to coordinate with specific project requirements.

THIS SCHEMATIC SHALL BE EDITED ON A PROJECT-BY-PROJECT BASIS

GENERAL NOTES:
ELECTRICAL GROUNDING PER NEC. CONDUCTOR SIZE PER DRAWING OR NEC. WHICHEVER IS MORE STRINGENT.
TELECOM GROUNDING PER ANSI-J-STD-007-A.
ONLY NEUTRAL AND GROUNDING CONDUCTORS ARE SHOWN.

ABBREVIATIONS:
TGB = TELECOM GROUNDING BUSBAR
TR = TELECOM ROOM
TEF = TELECOM ENTRANCE FACILITY
TBB = TELECOM BONDING BACKBONE
TMGB = TELECOM MAIN GROUNDING BUSBAR
TBC = TELECOM BONDING CONDUCTOR
GE = GROUNDING EQUALIZER
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